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Clinical PerspectiveWhat Is New?Thrombotic disease is the leading cause of global mortality.The Mendelian randomization technique uses randomly allocated genetic variants to instrument the effect of an exposure in investigating for a causal effect on a particular outcome and is less prone than traditional observational research to environmental confounding and reverse causation.In this study Mendelian randomization analysis was performed to investigate for an effect of higher genetically determined iron status on venous thromboembolism, carotid plaque, and carotid artery intima‐media thickness.What Are the Clinical Implications?Higher iron status was found to increase the risk of venous thromboembolism, decrease the risk of carotid plaque, and have no significant effect on carotid artery intima‐media thickness.These results are consistent with previous studies that suggest higher iron status has a protective role in atherosclerosis but increases the risk of thrombosis related to stasis of blood.

Introduction {#jah34193-sec-0008}
============

Thrombosis is a common underlying mechanism for ischemic heart disease, ischemic stroke, and venous thromboembolism (VTE), and thrombotic disease processes together are the leading cause of global mortality and constitute the largest contributor to the global disease burden as measured by disability‐adjusted life years.[1](#jah34193-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#jah34193-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#jah34193-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#jah34193-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Iron has been implicated in multiple aspects of pathological thrombosis, including oxidative stress, thrombocytosis, and increased erythrocyte viscosity.[5](#jah34193-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#jah34193-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Previous observational studies have provided evidence of a nonlinear relationship between iron status and thrombotic disease, with both iron deficiency and iron overload shown to increase risk of VTE[7](#jah34193-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#jah34193-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#jah34193-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} and carotid atherosclerosis.[5](#jah34193-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#jah34193-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#jah34193-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#jah34193-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} However, the effect of iron‐status variation within the normal range is less well established.

Mendelian randomization (MR) is a technique that uses genetic variants as proxies for a modifiable exposure (genetic instruments) in order to investigate for a causal effect on risk of disease.[13](#jah34193-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} If there is causal association between the exposure and disease of interest, the genetic variants instrumenting the exposure will relate to the disease, provided that the requisite assumptions of the model are met. Because these variants are randomly allocated at conception, their association with the disease outcome is less susceptible to the potential environmental confounding factors and reverse causation biases that can affect observational studies.[13](#jah34193-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} MR can therefore provide more reliable estimates of causal relationships. We have previously used the MR approach to demonstrate a contrasting effect of higher genetically determined iron status on different thrombotic disease processes: increasing risk of cardioembolic stroke[14](#jah34193-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} while conferring protection in coronary artery disease,[15](#jah34193-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} consistent with observational analyses.[16](#jah34193-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#jah34193-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#jah34193-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Consequently, we have suggested that higher iron status may bestow a protective effect on atherosclerosis while, on the other hand, it increases the risk of thrombosis related to stasis of blood.[14](#jah34193-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}

Quantifiable biomarkers of iron status, including serum iron, ferritin, transferrin, and transferrin saturation, can be used as phenotypic proxies for overall iron status.[19](#jah34193-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#jah34193-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} Genetic variants associated with these biomarkers in a pattern concordant with an overall relation to increased iron status (increased serum iron, ferritin and transferrin saturation, and decreased transferrin levels) therefore represent potential genetic instruments for iron status. In this study we used such instruments to perform an MR analysis to gain further insight into the role of iron status in thrombotic disease processes. Specifically, we investigated how iron status affects carotid artery intima‐media thickness (cIMT) and carotid plaque, 2 correlated but distinct phenotypes of vessel narrowing that may be used to facilitate mechanistic insight. Increasing evidence suggests that cIMT is associated with vessel hypertrophy and hyperplasia in response to shear stress associated with aging, whereas carotid plaque may represent the product of a dynamic inflammatory cascade in atherosclerosis.[21](#jah34193-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#jah34193-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#jah34193-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} In addition, we investigated the association between iron status and VTE. These analyses were selected to offer further insight into the role of iron status in thrombotic disease, which, given the variations in iron status observed worldwide,[24](#jah34193-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} could have significant potential clinical and public health implications.

Materials and Methods {#jah34193-sec-0009}
=====================

This work used summary data obtained from published studies that had each previously received appropriate ethics and institutional review board approvals, and further sanction was therefore not required. The data and statistical coding used in this work can be obtained from the corresponding author on reasonable request. All statistical analysis was performed using R version 3.4.2 (The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) and the MendelianRandomization and MR‐PRESSO software packages.[25](#jah34193-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#jah34193-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}

Genetic Instrument Selection {#jah34193-sec-0010}
----------------------------

Single‐nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to proxy iron status were obtained from a genome‐wide association study (GWAS) meta‐analysis performed by the GIS (Genetics of Iron Status) consortium,[27](#jah34193-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} combining data from 48 972 subjects of European descent. Genetic associations between SNPs and iron biomarkers were identified for each sex separately using standardized residuals after making study‐specific adjustments (Table [S1](#jah34193-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).[27](#jah34193-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}

Increased systemic iron status is associated with increased serum iron, transferrin saturation, and ferritin and with decreased transferrin.[19](#jah34193-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} These markers can therefore be used as proxies for systemic iron status---the independent (endogenous) variable under consideration in this study. Accordingly, SNPs shown to have significant directional association with these 4 biomarkers (increased serum iron, ferritin, transferrin saturation, and decreased transferrin levels) were considered as potential genetic instruments. The GWAS meta‐analysis performed by the GIS consortium identified 12 SNPs associated with the aforementioned biomarkers of iron status (Table [S2](#jah34193-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Three of these (rs1800562 and rs1799945 in the hemochromatosis \[*HFE*\] gene and rs855791 in the transmembrane protease \[*TMPRSS6*\] serine 6 gene) demonstrated an association with all 4 biomarkers that was concordant with an effect on systemic iron status at genome‐wide significance (*P*\<5×10^−8^). These were therefore selected as genetic instruments. Linkage disequilibrium between the 2 loci within the *HFE* gene was low (*r* ^2^\<0.01), consistent with their independence. The biological effects of the HFE and TMPRSS6 proteins on systemic iron status are detailed in Data [S1](#jah34193-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Instrument strength was evaluated using the F statistic,[28](#jah34193-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} derived from a measure of the exposure variance explained by each SNP. To limit potential weak instrument bias, only SNPs with an F statistic of \>10 were used.[28](#jah34193-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}

Genetic Associations {#jah34193-sec-0011}
--------------------

Association estimates between the SNPs and risk of VTE were derived from a GWAS meta‐analysis performed by the International Network on Venous Thrombosis Consortium.[29](#jah34193-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} Data from 12 studies were included (Table [S3](#jah34193-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, with details of adjustments and exclusion criteria), incorporating 7507 cases of VTE and 52 632 controls. Subjects were of European ancestry and had a diagnosis of VTE (deep vein thrombosis or pulmonary embolism) made objectively by a physician following clinical evaluation.

A GWAS meta‐analysis performed by the Cohorts for Heart and Aging Research in Genomic Epidemiology Consortium was used to derive association estimates between SNPs and cIMT and carotid plaque.[30](#jah34193-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} The meta‐analysis included data from 31 studies for cIMT and 17 studies for carotid plaque trait (Table [S4](#jah34193-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, with details of adjustments and exclusion criteria), incorporating 71 128 and 48 434 (21 540 cases and 26 894 controls) participants, respectively. Subjects were of European ancestry and were evaluated using high‐resolution B‐mode ultrasonography for carotid plaque and cIMT parameters.[31](#jah34193-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} Carotid plaque was defined as atherosclerotic thickening of the carotid artery wall or luminal stenosis \>25%. cIMT parameters were defined as the mean of maximal values from several common carotid artery measurements, measured in millimeters.

Participant overlap in the studies used to obtain genetic association estimates for the exposure and the outcome can introduce bias into MR analysis.[32](#jah34193-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} Based on the cohorts included in the considered GWAS meta‐analyses (Tables [S1, S3, and S4](#jah34193-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the Erasmus Rucphen Family Study contributed participants for investigation of iron status, cIMT, and carotid plaque, whereas the Nikmegen Biomedial Study contributed participants for investigation of iron status and cIMT.[27](#jah34193-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#jah34193-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} This therefore resulted in a potential overlap of 1420 participants in the investigation of cIMT and of 549 participants for the investigation of carotid plaque. No cohorts overlapped for the investigation of iron status and VTE.[27](#jah34193-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#jah34193-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}

Mendelian Randomization Analysis {#jah34193-sec-0012}
--------------------------------

The main MR effect estimates were derived using the Wald Estimator,[33](#jah34193-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} with the Delta method used to calculate standard error.[34](#jah34193-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} Individual MR estimates for each measure of iron status were then combined using fixed‐effect inverse‐variance--weighted (IVW) meta‐analysis, to establish their overall effect on VTE and carotid plaque risk (calculated as odds ratio \[OR\] per SD unit increase in iron‐status biomarker), and effect on carotid intimal artery thickness (calculated as millimeter variation in cIMT per SD change in iron‐status biomarker).[28](#jah34193-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} A statistical significance threshold of *P*\<0.05 was used for these main MR analyses. This threshold was not adjusted for multiple testing of the different iron‐status biomarkers, as they each represented a proxy for overall iron status, which was the clinically relevant trait under consideration. Furthermore, adjustment for multiple testing of distinct outcomes was also not required, as each trait was specifically investigated to follow up the findings of previous research that had already identified significant effects.[14](#jah34193-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#jah34193-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}

For the main IVW MR analyses, the minimum and maximum true causal effects required to achieve 80% statistical power were estimated to provide an indication of the potential for false‐negative findings.[35](#jah34193-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}

Pleiotropy {#jah34193-sec-0013}
----------

MR analysis is based on the assumption that SNP outcome effects are mediated solely through the exposure (iron status in this study). Violation of this assumption through horizontal pleiotropy, whereby there is an association between the instrument and disease independent of the exposure of interest, can introduce directional bias.[36](#jah34193-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}

Statistical sensitivity analyses more robust to the inclusion of potentially pleiotropic variants can be used to help establish the validity of causal inference from MR analysis. However, such analyses typically require more than 3 instruments. Therefore, to increase the number of genetic instruments and allow for such statistical sensitivity analyses, the instrument selection criteria were relaxed in the GIS GWAS meta‐analysis to also include other SNPs associated with at least 1 biomarker reflecting higher iron status (ie, increased serum iron, ferritin, and transferrin saturation and decreased transferrin levels) at genome‐wide significance, with concordant directions of association with the other biomarkers, even if they did not reach genome‐wide statistical significance.[14](#jah34193-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Three further SNPs were identified using these selection criteria: rs7385804 as part of the transferrin receptor 2 (*TFR2*) gene, rs9990333 from the transferrin receptor (*TFRC*) gene, and rs411988 in the testis‐expressed 14 intercellular bridge‐forming factor (*TEX14*) gene. IVW MR analysis was subsequently repeated using all 6 SNPs for risk of cIMT and carotid plaque and with 5 SNPs for VTE (association estimates were not available for the rs1799945 SNP and VTE, nor was a suitable proxy with linkage disequilibrium *r* ^2^\>0.8).

Additional sensitivity analyses were performed using the MR‐Egger, weighted median and MR‐pleiotropy residual sum and outlier (PRESSO) methods.[26](#jah34193-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#jah34193-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#jah34193-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} The MR‐Egger technique provides an estimate of horizontal pleiotropy from the intercept of a linear regression of SNP‐outcome and SNP‐exposure association estimates (deemed statistically significant based on *P*\<0.05). In the absence of pleiotropic bias, either through the genetic instruments having no horizontal pleiotropy or directional pleiotropic effects canceling each other out, this intercept tends to 0. This method relies on the assumption that the SNP‐outcome association estimates are not correlated with the extent of pleiotropy arising from that instrument (instrument strength independent of direct effect assumption).[39](#jah34193-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} In contrast, the weighted median MR sensitivity analysis does not rely on the instrument strength independent of direct effect assumption. This method calculates the median of an empirical distribution of MR association estimates weighted for their precision and provides consistent estimates when at least 50% of information for the analysis comes from valid instruments. Finally, MR‐PRESSO regresses the SNP‐outcome estimates on the SNP‐exposure estimates, with the gradient of the regression line representing the MR estimate.[26](#jah34193-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, MR‐PRESSO is able to identify outlier variants based on their observed distance from the regression line, as compared with their expected distance based on the assumption of no horizontal pleiotropy.[26](#jah34193-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}

Given the lower statistical power of these sensitivity analyses,[40](#jah34193-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} no formal significance threshold was set, and results were evaluated for consistency with the main analysis.

Results {#jah34193-sec-0014}
=======

Association estimates for SNP iron‐status biomarkers are shown in Table [S5](#jah34193-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The F statistics for genetic instruments were between 47 and 2127 across the 4 biomarkers of iron status. MR estimates, expressed as OR per SD unit increase in iron‐status biomarker for carotid plaque and VTE, and millimeter change in cIMT per SD unit increase in iron‐status biomarker for cIMT, are shown in Table [S6](#jah34193-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The minimum and maximum true causal effects required to achieve 80% statistical power for the main IVW MR analysis are detailed in Table [S7](#jah34193-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The results demonstrate a detrimental effect on risk of VTE for serum iron (OR 1.37; 95% CI 1.14‐1.66; *P*=1×10^−3^), transferrin saturation (OR 1.25; 95% CI 1.09‐1.43; *P*=1×10^−3^) and (log‐transformed) ferritin (OR 1.92; 95% CI 1.28‐2.88; *P*=2×10^−3^) (Figure [1](#jah34193-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Concordant with a detrimental effect of high iron status, transferrin levels (reflecting lower systemic iron) were associated with a decreased risk of VTE (OR 0.76; 95% CI 0.63‐0.92; *P*=0.01).

![Individual SNP and pooled MR estimates for the effect of iron status on venous thromboembolism. Results for each biomarker are represented in a different forest plot. Each square represents an individual SNP MR estimate, with size proportional to the precision of the estimate, and horizontal lines representing 95% CIs. The diamonds underneath represent the pooled MR estimate, with corresponding widths representing 95% CIs. MR indicates Mendelian randomization; OR, odds ratio; SNP, single‐nucleotide polymorphism.](JAH3-8-e012994-g001){#jah34193-fig-0001}

In contrast, the MR analysis demonstrated a protective effect on the risk of carotid plaque for serum iron (OR, 0.85; 95% CI, 0.73‐0.99; *P*=0.04) and transferrin saturation (OR, 0.89; 95% CI, 0.80‐1.00; *P*=0.05) (Figure [2](#jah34193-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). The other biomarkers reflected a protective role of higher iron status in carotid plaque, although their effect estimates did not reach significance (\[log‐transformed\] serum ferritin OR, 0.72; 95% CI, 0.51‐1.01; *P*=0.06; serum transferrin OR, 1.15; 95% CI, 0.97‐1.35; *P*=0.11).

![Individual SNP and pooled MR estimates for the effect of iron status on carotid plaque. Results for each biomarker are represented in a different forest plot. Each square represents an individual SNP MR estimate, with size proportional to the precision of the estimate, and horizontal lines representing 95% CIs. The diamonds underneath represent the pooled MR estimate, with corresponding widths representing 95% CIs. MR indicates Mendelian randomization; OR, odds ratio; SNP, single‐nucleotide polymorphism.](JAH3-8-e012994-g002){#jah34193-fig-0002}

There was no significant association between iron status and cIMT (millimeter variation in cIMT per SD change in serum iron 0.00, 95% CI −0.01 to 0.01, *P*=0.90; transferrin saturation 0.00, 95% CI −0.01 to 0.01, *P*=0.75; \[log‐transformed\] serum ferritin 0.01, 95% CI −0.02 to 0.03, *P*=0.58; serum transferrin −0.01, 95% CI −0.01 to 0.01, *P*=0.32) (Figure [3](#jah34193-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}).

![Individual SNP and pooled MR estimates for the effect of iron status on carotid intima‐media thickness. Results for each biomarker are represented in a different forest plot. Each square represents an individual SNP MR estimate, with size proportional to the precision of the estimate, and horizontal lines representing 95% CIs. The diamonds underneath represent the pooled MR estimate, with corresponding widths representing 95% CIs. MR indicates Mendelian randomization; OR, odds ratio; SNP, single‐nucleotide polymorphism.](JAH3-8-e012994-g003){#jah34193-fig-0003}

Consistent directional effects for all analyses were observed in the IVW MR, MR‐Egger, weighted median, and MR‐PRESSO sensitivity analyses (incorporating the aforementioned genetic instruments selected from the GWAS search for loci with association with at least 1 biomarker of iron status) (Table [S6](#jah34193-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The MR‐Egger intercepts did not provide evidence of directional pleiotropy in any analysis, and neither did MR‐PRESSO identify outliers (Table [S6](#jah34193-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Discussion {#jah34193-sec-0015}
==========

Contextual Findings and Mechanistic Insight {#jah34193-sec-0016}
-------------------------------------------

This study provides MR evidence of a contrasting role of higher genetically determined iron status on different thrombotic disease processes---increasing VTE risk, reducing risk of carotid plaque, and having no significant effect on cIMT.

Several observational studies have investigated the association between iron status and carotid atherosclerotic disease, with inconsistent results. Three studies found a sex‐specific positive association between serum ferritin and carotid plaque[41](#jah34193-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#jah34193-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} or cIMT,[43](#jah34193-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} 2 studies provided evidence for a positive association with carotid plaque in both sexes combined,[10](#jah34193-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#jah34193-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} and 2 others did not find any association between serum ferritin and carotid atherosclerosis.[45](#jah34193-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#jah34193-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} In contrast, 2 further case‐control studies have reported a negative association between serum ferritin and cIMT.[47](#jah34193-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#jah34193-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} These discrepancies may in part be due to unmeasured confounding such as that related to inflammation. Furthermore, they may represent a contrasting role of iron in different atherosclerotic phenotypes, with cIMT representing arterial hyperplasia (in response to hypertension) and carotid plaque representing fatty atherosclerotic lesions.[49](#jah34193-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} The mechanisms by which iron may affect these processes remain unclear, although higher iron status has been implicated in carotid plaque development through oxidative modification of circulating lipids.[50](#jah34193-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#jah34193-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} Within the wider context of atherosclerotic disease, there is evidence of a protective role of higher iron status in coronary heart disease in both observational[18](#jah34193-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} and genetic studies.[15](#jah34193-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}

In contrast to atherosclerosis there have been relatively few studies investigating the association between iron status and VTE. Consistent with our results, a nested case‐control study found evidence of an increased risk of VTE in patients with higher hepcidin, a biomarker positively associated with iron levels.[52](#jah34193-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} The study, which included 390 patients with confirmed VTE along with 802 age‐ and sex‐matched controls, identified a dose‐dependent relationship between hepcidin and risk of VTE (independent of C‐reactive protein, a marker of inflammation). However, the authors noted that their results were limited by potential confounding from other unmeasured mediators of iron metabolism (eg, underlying comorbidities, medications/supplements) as well as by the delay between sampling and recorded VTE events. Our current MR study, which utilized genetic instruments associated with 4 different biomarkers of iron status, provides further evidence of a detrimental role of higher iron status in VTE, which is more robust to the confounding suffered in traditional observational studies.

Taken together, these findings provide evidence of a protective role of higher iron status in some atherosclerotic processes, although it increased the risk of thromboembolic phenomena related to stasis of blood. This is consistent with previous MR analyses, which demonstrated a positive association between higher iron status and cardioembolic stroke,[14](#jah34193-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} despite a reduced risk of coronary artery disease.[15](#jah34193-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} The underlying mechanisms for this dichotomous relationship are unclear but may in part be due to the oxidizing properties of unliganded iron.[53](#jah34193-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} Indeed, iron‐induced oxidative stress has been implicated in endothelial dysfunction, platelet activation, fibrin formation, and impaired plasminogen activation, which may in turn potentiate thromboembolic disease.[54](#jah34193-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#jah34193-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#jah34193-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} Consistent with our results, a systematic analysis of iron status and coronary heart disease concluded that serum iron is associated with lower risk of coronary heart disease, for which atherosclerosis is a major mediator.[18](#jah34193-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} A possible explanation for this protective effect is due to a reduction in circulating low‐density lipoprotein cholesterol levels attributable to a higher iron status.[57](#jah34193-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} This may explain why our results demonstrate a protective role of higher iron status in carotid plaque only, since this is a marker of dyslipidemia and fatty plaque formation, whereas cIMT reflects vessel hyperplasia in response to hypertension.[49](#jah34193-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} This is consistent with 2 observational analyses that demonstrated a positive association between serum ferritin and carotid plaque but not cIMT.[41](#jah34193-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#jah34193-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} Alternatively, higher iron status may demonstrate a protective effect by acting as a surrogate marker for normal hemoglobin levels, which may be protective in atherosclerosis.[18](#jah34193-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Indeed, lower iron status is associated with iron‐deficiency anemia, which is in itself an established risk factor for coronary heart disease.[18](#jah34193-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}

Strengths and Limitations {#jah34193-sec-0017}
-------------------------

A key strength of this MR analysis is its ability to overcome the environmental confounding encountered in traditional observational studies by using genetic variants to instrument the exposure. Indeed, biomarkers of iron status are implicated in other pathologies, including inflammation, liver disease, renal failure, and malignancy, all of which could affect observational associations with thrombotic disease.[58](#jah34193-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#jah34193-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, our study offers insight into how iron status affects distinct thrombotic disease processes and supports evidence from 2 previous MR analyses investigating related pathophysiological mechanisms.[14](#jah34193-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#jah34193-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} The minimum and maximum true causal estimates required to achieve 80% statistical power for the main IVW MR analysis (Table [S7](#jah34193-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) also indicate that this study had adequate statistical power to detect clinically relevant effects.

Although these results have potentially significant clinical implications, it is important they be interpreted in context. Iron status exhibits a nonlinear relationship with thrombotic disease, with both iron deficiency and overload potential risk factors for atherosclerosis and thromboembolic processes.[5](#jah34193-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#jah34193-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#jah34193-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#jah34193-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#jah34193-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#jah34193-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#jah34193-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#jah34193-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Because MR analysis assumes a linear relationship between the instrumental variable and disease process,[60](#jah34193-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} these findings should not be extrapolated beyond the normal range of iron status. Furthermore, by using genetic variants as proxies for iron status, we consider the lifetime effect of genetically determined iron status on thrombotic disease; hence, association estimates are likely to be greater than seen in comparable observational analyses.

Pleiotropy, whereby genetic instruments affect the disease outcome through pathways independent of the instrumented exposure, can also introduce bias into MR analysis.[13](#jah34193-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Indeed, previous MR work using the same instrument SNPs has identified potential pleiotropic associations with low‐density lipoprotein cholesterol levels and systolic blood pressure.[15](#jah34193-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} In this study we relaxed the criteria for instrument selection to include additional SNPs associated with at least 1 biomarker of iron status at genome‐wide significance. Although this increased the risk of including invalid instruments, it did allow for statistical sensitivity analyses that are more robust to the inclusion of pleiotropic variants.[40](#jah34193-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} MR‐Egger, weighted median, and MR‐PRESSO analyses with these instruments demonstrated consistent casual effects of iron status on each thrombotic disease, supporting the validity of our results. Furthermore, MR‐Egger did not provide evidence of directional pleiotropy, and MR‐PRESSO did not identify any outliers. However, MR‐Egger often suffers particularly low statistical power,[40](#jah34193-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#jah34193-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"} in keeping with the generally wider CIs and weaker *P*‐values of our results with this method as compared with the other approaches, and the findings from this should therefore be interpreted cautiously.

The analyses performed in this study were undertaken entirely in individuals of European ancestry. Further work will therefore be required to investigate whether similar findings are found in studying populations of different ethnicities. Finally, although there was likely a small degree of participant overlap in the studies used to obtain genetic association estimates for the iron‐status biomarkers and carotid traits,[27](#jah34193-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#jah34193-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} the overlapping cohorts make up \<3% of the overall population considered in any given GWAS and are therefore unlikely to have introduced significant bias.[32](#jah34193-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}

Conclusion {#jah34193-sec-0018}
==========

In this study we used MR analysis to investigate the association between iron status and different thrombotic disease processes. We found that higher iron status is associated with increased risk of VTE and reduced risk of carotid plaque disease but has no relation with carotid thickness. These results provide further evidence for a protective role of higher iron status in some forms of atherosclerotic disease along with increasing risk of a thromboembolic phenomenon related to stasis of blood. Given the scale of variation in iron status worldwide and the burden of thrombotic disease, these results have potentially significant clinical and public health implications. Further investigation is required to determine the precise mechanism of the suggested effects.
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